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Local author releases new poetry collection
By Sloan Brewster
Senior Staff Writer

speak about yet we all know exists.”
This place is within us all, she said.
“What we as women know we would
The grip of inspiration can be born of or would not do for love,” Samia said. “It’s a
unexpected long ago moments.
woman’s soul is what this is. It’s really about
When Avon resident Lisa Samia was a woman’s soul.”
in sixth grade, she first experienced Edgar
Samia started writing the poems,
Allen Poe’s poem “Annabel Lee.”
which, she said, are about love and heartShe was moved by the poem and real- ache, in 2009. She completed the collection
ized she loved poetry as a result.
this year.
“The soulful lament of that poem, it
“I just kept writing and writing,” she
just represents beauty. It’s just so beautiful- said. “Like all writers, I can only write a
ly done,” Samia said. “He was sad.”
poem or a story when I visualize, when I
Still, she didn’t quite realize how much feel it, and when I have something to say.”
the poem had affected and stayed with her
Once Samia has that visual and knows
until she started to put together a collec- what she wants to say, writing the poem
tion of her own poetry and saw the similar- happens rather quickly.
ity in style and emotion.
“It typically would take about 10 minLike Poe, Samia favors free rhyming utes,” she said. “I always have to see it in my
verse imbued with sorrow.
mind’s eye, then I put it in my heart.”
“My poetry is soulful and lamenting,”
When she puts it in her heart, she finds
she said.
the emotion.
Inspiration can be mysterious, accord“That’s when the lament will come
ing to Samia.
out. That’s when the soulful expression will
“I think that we don’t realize, even in a come out,” she said.
subconscious way, how
The muse touchwe are inspired,” she said.
es
her
when she least
“When I get the feeling
“I had no idea when I sat
expects it, such as
that I have an idea to
down to write poetry
when
she’s
busily
that it would be this soul- write, that means it’s time.
working.
ful and lamenting.”
“It just comes. When
There’s just something
While the collection
I get the feeling that I
I want to say.”
of 32 poems is named
have an idea to write,
“The Man with the Ice
that means it’s time,” she
–Lisa Samia
Blue Eyes,” there is no
said. “There’s just somesuch man.
thing I want to say.”
“The man with the ice blue eyes is not
Samia knows “Annabel Lee” by heart
a person,” Samia said. “It’s a place in a warm and keeps a copy of the poem tacked on the
heart that can understand the pain and the wall in her office.
ecstasy of love, a place that we never really
“It’s always very close,” she said.
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Lisa Samia has released a book of poetry titled “The Man with the Ice Blue Eyes.”
“The Man with the Ice Blue Eyes” was
published by Destiny Whispers Publishing,
LLC and in July debuted at number one on
Amazon in the category of Women’s Poetry.
Two of the poems have already won
awards, and Samia has been asked to read
at the Edgar Allan Poe House and Museum
in Baltimore, MD.
“I thought that was a great, great honor to be asked to do that,” she said.
The date for the reading has not been
set yet and will coincide when Samia is in
Baltimore for book signings.
“I hope that people will just take a minute to read poetry,” Samia said.

Samia’s first book, a self-help book, was
called “Don’t Be Afraid of Fifty.”
She was the recipient of two writing
awards in 2013-14 for the Connecticut Authors and Publishers Association in Poetry
and Essay and the following year took first
place for poetry in the same contest.
“My Name Is John Singer,” a novel she
wrote, was also published by Destiny Whispers Publishing.
Samia is hard at work on the sequel.
“The Man with the Ice Blue Eyes” is
available through Amazon, Barnes & Noble and Goodreads and can be found on
Samia’s website, lisasamia.com/.

From our family to yours—We wish you a joyous
holiday and a very happy new year.
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Gerry Pastor and Jane Porterfield
Owners of Educational Playcare with their grandchildren
and their dogs at their home in West Simsbury.
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